Key factors in the success of knowledge management co-operation in subway Tehran and Suburbs
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The purpose of this paper is to provide a better understanding of the important issues is the implementation of knowledge management in Metro Tehran. Methodology: Given that knowledge on the relationship between people and how to use information technology to realize the purpose of the introduction of knowledge management solutions that help organizations to achieve the objectives. Measures introduced in the major categories that the general plan provides a knowledge management system. The main axes: leadership, organizational culture, processes, explicit and tacit knowledge, knowledge centers, measure the knowledge, people and skills, leverage and reinforcement market knowledge and technological infrastructure. Results: Knowledge Organizational to According to Dominant Management Successful World, one from the main Capital Company's will be, will become That Manage Optimized It Cause Promotion Level Qualitative Organization Is. Conclusion: Management Knowledge A Term That Nowadays at Literature Manage and Business and Work Very Common Goods and Those That at This Working area To Activity Are Good they know At So This Word What Areas Professional Several Existence That Researchers Different Busy to Activity and Research on They Are. Pundits at This Arena Key Factors Several to Direction Implementation successful Manage Knowledge Expression Have.

1. Introduction

Today all scientific working groups and acknowledge, that the organizations can compete in the business world, the presence of persistent, they must work around knowledge. Despite being a source of knowledge is essential for organizational survival and success of organizations provided access to a deep knowledge and understanding at all levels, but many organizations still have not paid attention to knowledge management seriously. According to Peter Drucker, "The secret of success of organizations in the 21st century knowledge management" is (Homafar & Pourjafar, 2018).

1.1 Data, Information and Knowledge

At While That Data And Collection And From Knowledge, Calculation And Statistics Is; Information, Structured data Or Processing Goods And Is That To Time And Right The Is . Knowledge Information Is That Conceptually, Connected And Able Performance is. Relationship Among Data And, Information And Knowledge At Shape under the play Data Goods Is. Although Data And, Information And Knowledge, All To Title Property And Organization Treatment The There, Knowledge Level Importance Higher To Ratio To Data And Information Is. Knowledge, Implications To Transferred The So Ali Despite Fleeting And, Worth A. To Opinion Hvlisapl Knowledge, With Specifications To Description Under Is That It To From Other With And Organization, Different A. Beyond conceptual knowledge and information. Data on numbers and call It is said that alone has meaning for organizations that are not functional. Information is transmitted and interpreted as a message. Information related to the collection of data known as a message. Usually information on
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2. Materials and methods

Culture, knowledge management and organizational structure must support culture in the organization's knowledge management system. Culture and reasonable structure for the organization can be defined as follows: organizational culture where "innovation" is a value of the driving dimensions of knowledge management (Witsstruck & Teuteberg, 2012).

Culture (beliefs and assumptions), shared by members of the organization. The values, principles and unwritten rules and procedures, cultural resources constitute knowledge. The content of the organization's culture, as a source of knowledge to the people, procedures, methods and computer systems to strengthen the organization (Haghpanah, 2016). So, individual and organizational learning and development must be considered a value. All staff at all levels and in every situation, believe that to your knowledge, for growth and success, with each other to share and this thinking is encouraged and supported in the organization. To allow employees of trial and error, experience and learning is. In such a culture, thought, is not considered a waste of time but also is encouraged. The atmosphere of the organization in such a way that all people with a passion all seek to learn and transfer lessons learned to others. Communications to the borders of the team, and even organizational part is not limited and the free flow of information, knowledge and ideas established. All employees are evaluated on the basis of their contribution to the growth of knowledge and favorably. People simply cannot have access to experts and benefit from their knowledge. Structure and working environment in such a way that people without bothering others and without limitation, in an informal atmosphere to discuss and interview them. Sessions are managed in such a way that no one is ruling and said the meeting open and multilateral dialogue, with the participation of everyone there. Many characteristics that are potential institutional environment of knowledge. So, through association with these characteristics, an organization cannot find his knowledge resources. This can be a source of knowledge that can be available virtual or business environment will be considered. For example, the World Wide Web Virtual Internet is a source of knowledge that is relatively simple and low cost (Ghiasi et al., 2010).

Processes in knowledge management to knowledge management processes, collect and organize knowledge and resources utilization and protection of the knowledge acquired. Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. So teaching people learned through an obstacle for much duplication in the organization. Business processes in organizations, for better performance, need to have knowledge. Knowledge management processes in the organization must be able to be effective and efficient knowledge needed to achieve the organization's business processes to process. This requires coordination of workflow processes in the organization that the process of integration with the current activities are necessary. This means that the processes need to be satisfied knowledge and knowledge is accumulated waste in the system. In these processes, in addition to knowledge within the organization, sources of knowledge outside the organization should also be considered (Liu et al., 2018).

Explicit knowledge management: This section of knowledge of both maintenance and availability of interest. Organizations must be able to internal and external information sources to systematically manage all organizational information related to the disposal of their own. For this purpose, a database of valuable information useful to the organization are properly maintained and updated at regular intervals. Quality of information in terms of accuracy and reliability should be under control. This information is the basis of many of the activities and decisions of the organization will be at different levels and therefore they should not be distorted with the passage of time validity. This information should be organized so that access to them is possible with ease. Discover the hidden knowledge: One of the problems in the field of knowledge management, tacit knowledge management organization, the knowledge that in mind and features lay people. For this purpose, the general approach taken by most organizations (Ghanbaripour et al., 2015):

1. The knowledge that a limited number of professionals are frequently used, must be extracted and converted into explicit knowledge;
2. The direct exchange of tacit knowledge in the transaction, such procedures can be a database of experts, discussion and dialogue and exchange of views in person and virtual meetings, seminars and workshops and the like can be used. For example, experience in projects or in testing (trial and error) acquired, are all examples of hidden knowledge. The knowledge of the staff, and imitate by competitor’s problem. Therefore, this type of knowledge to the original capacity and thereby company or organization apart from its competitors (Homafar, 2018). These capabilities develop through learning. On the other hand it is stated that the topic of innovation in the knowledge that hidden knowledge alone will impact on continuous improvement and innovation, not only because tacit knowledge is usually part of a long learning process, as an element in relation to innovation action protective and also as
part of the immune system, prevent duplication and replication systems. However, tacit knowledge through an agent, negative feedback is limited. This is the time that any innovation does not occur.

3. Discussion and results

There are centers of knowledge: knowledge centers, organizations, places the collection, organization and dissemination of knowledge. These centers may be physical or virtual. The goal of this focus, preparation, maintenance and updating of knowledge. The center's knowledge and all knowledge flows pass through the arteries. The advantage of this focus, in addition to the integration of content knowledge, a lot rework, especially in preventing the acquisition of knowledge. Centers of knowledge that are required, including where and how it occurs. Categories of different knowledge in order to facilitate their tasks efficiently access knowledge centers (Yu et al., 2014).

Strengthen the knowledge market: many measures to reduce duplication and improve organizational knowledge processes. This important way, such as improving the services and products or offer services based on knowledge and use of customer knowledge to provide better products and services can be obtained. Most companies provide information from customer questionnaires in the field and have been helping to improve the products. As well as knowledge within the organization should be provided in writing if the consumer. Organizations should strive to manifest your knowledge of their output. Knowledge management function should be to strengthen the market, especially market knowledge. In many organizations, sales of products and services the organization as a peripheral role. For example, by implementing a process that is in the best performance can be sold to others. In other words, it is necessary to customize services and the customer's order and the need for specific individual or group is flexible and fully customizable output, based on the specific needs of customers to be provided.

Method of measurement: Another fact driving knowledge management, measure the impact of activities and services in the field of knowledge management. For the development of knowledge management in organizations to engage or re-knowledge leads to changes that are systematically identify, measure, should be encouraged. Organizations so that they can develop and strengthen knowledge management, they must acquire the necessary skills in the following activities. These skills include:

1) the ability to experience the successes of others and to use them;
2) experience of the previous and current experiences;
3) model of successful organizations and compare them with their own procedures;
4) the ability to quickly and effectively transfer knowledge at all levels of the organization.

Knowledge is measured in absolute terms and in terms of what directly affected the outcome of what has been in business, it is very difficult. On the other hand, if we do not know where the starting line how can we know when we have reached the end of the line? For the management of these funds, organizations must be able to measure their intellectual assets. In addition, organizations should measure the performance indicators related to intangible assets, such as knowledge, as well as their terms. Basically, what cannot be measured, it cannot be managed. Most organizations in the field of knowledge management, are successful, at intervals or annually, a report on the status of your intellectual property to provide shareholders and other stakeholders.

Chief Knowledge Officer shall perform the following activities:

1. Setting the strategic priorities for knowledge management;
2. Create a knowledge repository of best practices Organization;
3. Engage senior managers to support the learning environment of the organization;
4. Establish appropriate processes for the management of intellectual capital;
5. Collect essential information about customer satisfaction;
6. Integration of knowledge management in organizations (Turban 4, 2003).

Increase the number of people involved and their skills: the skills of staff at all levels is essential for the success of the organization. Managers should be required to learn the principles and techniques of knowledge management in organizations and teams led them to apply. KM without the cooperation of all employees will remain sterile. Therefore, public education organization and all employees for their successful efforts. Roles and responsibilities related to managing knowledge must be identified and appropriate deployment. Assign responsibility for this important group of people who have been involved in the development of effective knowledge management.

Technological infrastructure: Another area where the organization to be successful in the field of knowledge management should consider technological infrastructure. One of the issues associated with managing organizational knowledge, dramatic improvements and information technology is incredible. This has been considerable investment organizations. In this context, it is difficult for organizations to unilaterally and without considering all aspects and areas where investments are concerned. It makes up only part of the knowledge base, the formulation is easily and readily available to persons placed, given axis. In contrast, tacit knowledge has its undeniable role in determining an organization's competitive advantage, simply because of a lack of capacity at the margin is formulated. The results showed that if hidden knowledge play a part in creating competitive advantage, then investment in information technology and use it without paying attention to hidden knowledge, cause rapid loss of the aforementioned benefits. Therefore, organizations should not expect that this type of investment to create and maintain a competitive advantage for them immobilized. The various applications of information technology, as efficient tools, can facilitate knowledge management processes. The whole cycle of life, the creation, storage, deployment, ICT tools can be useful.

Continuing education plays an important role in implementing the ideas and involvement in solving business problems. High technology makes the increased speed and accuracy of service and customer satisfaction are higher.
4. Conclusion

By explained, tried to introduce key factors in knowledge management and knowledge management in order to evaluate the Metro Tehran. In any case, what is important enough knowledge and familiarity with the concepts of knowledge management, knowledge management is a prerequisite for the implementation of projects in the subway company. With a brief acquaintance with this axis can be placed to assess the status of knowledge management and the organization's strengths and weaknesses based on the factors discussed, recognition. This recognition can be more practical implementation of knowledge management at a later stage will help.
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